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PAGE 1
PANEL 1
An over stuffed kids room. It's cluttered with expensive toys,
most of them are still in the packaging.
PANEL 2
Panning down through the house, the rest of the house is
immaculately clean and and looks unlived in. There is a
photograph of a family of four. One child, ALHIER, looks like
the perfect amalgamation of their parents body-types, while the
other, slightly older child, EILE, barely looks related.
However, we see through body language the ALHIER and EILE are
inseparable from each other and subtly separated from their
parents. The parents eyes are cropped out of the frame.
PANEL 3
The door of a refrigerator. Someones butt is sticking out from
behind it. On the door are notes kept on fancy matching magnets.
Under one of the magnets is a wad of money.
NOTE 1
Dads contact info: 380-875-2374 ext
43272 (EMERGENCIES ONLY!!)
NOTE 2
Mom - @ashram 1-800-FINDPES
PANEL 4
The BABYSITTER pulls out of the fridge with a beverage. Most of
her face is cut off by the top of the frame. She yells out to
two children we see through a window, playing in the back yard
with what looks like a bunch of sticks.
BABYSITTER
Pizza's here is 45 minutes!
PANEL 5

3.

Now we are looking at the kids, ALHIER and EILE, up close. They
are a little older than they were in the family photo. They
next to a little river, just finishing up building a raft out of
sticks and random garbage.
ALHIER
Ug. I don't want pizza again.
EILE
We'll find our own dinner, out in the
forest.
PANEL 6
They work together to push their make-shift raft into the river.
ALHIER
(brightly) Yeah!
EILE
This one's really going to catch some
air, I can feel it!
ALHIER
You better hope it doesn't! It's
supposed to catch water, remember?
PANEL 7 - PANTOMIME
Clocks indicate different time zones. In one time zone, FATHER
is yelling at people in a business meeting. In the other, MOTHER
is sitting on a mountain, meditating with a glass of red wine.
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PAGE 2
PANEL 1
The little raft is in a tiny trickle of water, barely moving,
and the kids are trying to push it along with sticks.
PANEL 2
The raft seems to be in much higher water now. ALHIER watches as
her stick paddles is pulled away by the rapids. EILE is watching
shadows on the bank suspiciously.
PANEL 3
They are moving much faster now.
ALHIER
Wee!
EILE
Shh! You don't know what lives in this
forest!
PANEL 4
The trees of the forest are getting a little more fantasy like.
Vines hang from gnarled (although not unfriendly-looking)
branches. ALHIER is having a great time, but EILE, while not
distressed, isn't as comfortable.
ALHIER
You worry too much!
PANEL 5
They pass more beautiful scenery. The river is still going
strong but now it is a lot more of a lazy vacation than a wild
rapids adventure, but it's still bright daylight and the novelty
has not worn off yet. Eile notices shadows, now with peering
eyes, along the riverbank.
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PANEL 6
EILE watches the eyes on the river bank, while ALHIER examines
the edge of the raft, which seems to have started dragging along
the shore, although is undamaged.
ALHIER
Opps.
PANEL 7
Shot from behind BOONs
riverbank, looking out
the raft and giving it
themselves between the

head, who is hiding behind a bush on the
at the kids on the raft. ALHIER is off
a weak but determined kick. AILE puts
figure and her sibling.

EILE
Is someone there?
PANEL 8 - PANTOMIME
The babysitter on the couch with her beverage, napping or
staring glossy-eyed into a 50-inch television.
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PANEL 1
EILE, staring into the bushes, with ALHIER behind them, now
paying attention and looking scared.
EILE
Is someone there?
PANEL 2
The edge of a face looks out behind a bush.
PANEL 3
Boon emerges timidly from behind the bush.
BOON
Are you lost?
PANEL 4
The kids again. EILE looks really confused by this question, and
looks at their surrounding like she's trying to remember
something. ALHIER is young enough that she's just really
excited.
EILE
We ALHIER
We're far from home! Really far!
PANEL 5
BOON squints at EILE, who looks a little startled by the close
attention.
PANEL 6
BOONs expression totally changes from nervousness to
recognition, excitement, and starts generally overplaying being

recognition, excitement, and starts generally overplaying being7.
a gracious host.
BOON
Home! I can take you home!
PANEL 7
Boon helps the kids push their raft back into the water.
PANEL 8
A wide shot of all three kids on the raft, with a lot of river
behind them and before them.
BOON
I can take you to the best home ever.
PANEL 9 - PANTOMIME
The babysitter is on the phone, obviously panicking. We can't
tell if she is calling the parents or the police. We can see out
the window it's dark out, much darker than in the scenes with
Eile and Alhier.
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PAGES 4 & 5
PANEL 1
A double-page spread of a beautiful, elaborate, multi-tree
treefort. The river snakes around the base of the trees,
featuring ALHIER, EILE and BOON gesturing at it with curiosity
and excitement.
PANEL 2 - PANTOMIME
There is one pantomime panel on each page, but they have very
similar scenes. In the first panel, the parents are surrounded
by police and volunteers, with outdoor lights and folding tables
set up. They are near the river where the raft was first
launched. The mother is wrapped in a thermal blanket and
everyone is drinking coffee.
PANEL 3 - PANTOMIME
A row of police and volunteers are searching the woods in rows,
with dogs and flashlights, in the dark.
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PAGE 6
PANEL 1
Boon leads them off the raft onto a makeshift dock. There are a
lot of children, many with varied, otherwordly qualities,
emerging from the forts.
EILE
I have a weird feeling about this.
PANEL 2
ALHIER eyes EILE patronizingly. EILE still looks a little
worried.
ALHIER
You have a weird feeling about
everything.
PANEL 3
Shot from behind ALHIER and EILE, watching BOON greet his
family, gesturing at the siblings, saying things they can't
hear.
EILE
This is a different weird feeling.
PANEL 4
EILE and ALHIER enter the fortress, with children all around
them shouting different things.
CHILD 1
Come! Play toggle with us!
CHILD 2
I wanna show you my room!
CHILD 3
Do you like frumped rabbit? We're making
frumped rabbit for dinner!
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PANEL 5 - PANTOMIME
The babysitter and the parents are in the kitchen giving
statements to the police. A few officers in the background are
investigating the home.
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PAGE 7
PANEL 1
This whole page is a cut away of the a part of the obviously
much larger tree compound. A large trail of children winds
around a path through the fort, alternatively climbing rope
ladders, swinging from vines, climbing branches, crossing
swinging walkways, things like that, up the the artist. Parts of
the place are built, but much of it seems to be formed by the
trees themselves. EILE and ALHIER are shown in three different
places in the crowd of children, with BOON and various different
children describing different parts of the encampment. These
descriptions are subject to change based on what the artist
feels like drawing.
BOON
This is the cuddle pit, for cuddling.
Obvi.
CHILD 1
These are all babies that can't walk
around yet. They stay here so they can
see EVERYTHING.
CHILD 3
Mother made me this slingshot. It's a
really, really good slingshot.
PANEL 2 - PANTOMIME
One parent comforts the other, weeping in the kitchen. The
kitchen is in notable disarray.
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PAGE 8
PANEL 1
The children walk past a huge room where the treefort seems to
seamlessly combine up the edge of a cave. Inside are a bunch of
beds, piles of leaves, and hammocks.
CHILD 1
Thats MY hammock, but usually I stay in
my OWN apartment. (Proudly.) I built it
MYSELF.
CHILD 2
(whispers) Mother helped.
PANEL 2
The kids start leaping over a wide crevasse to another part of
the fort. It looks way too wide to jump. The child jumping is
significantly younger than ALHIER.
CHILD 1
We ALL helped.
PANEL 2
EILE leaps over the crevasse easily.
PANEL 3
ALHIER stumbles as they try to jump across. They look terrified.
If there are any other kids in the panel, they look totally
bewildered.
ALHIER
Ahh!
PANEL 4
EILE and BOON grab ALHIER easily.
EILE
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Al!
PANEL 5
EILE comforts ALHIER, who is deeply embarrassed.
EILE
Don't worry.

PANEL 6 - PANTOMIME
Several posters on a telephone pole. They are in various stages
of wear, some obviously pretty old and rain-damaged, some new.
They read 'HAVE YOU SEEN THESE CHILDREN?' and have pictures of
EILE and ALHIER, slightly younger and with different hair.
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PAGE 9
PANEL 1
From slightly below, EILE is climbing deftly up a tree, glancing
back over her shoulder nervously. By this page, both of their
outfits have a lot more wear-and-tear than you'd think from only
being away from home for a few hours.
PANEL 2
From slightly above, ALHIER is having a great time. Two of the
forest children are helping them keep speed with the group.
PANEL 3
ALHIER and EILE come to rest on a huge, empty platform with an
amazing view of the treetops.
ALHIER
THIS IS SO MUCH FUN! Aren't you having
fun?
PANEL 4
The siblings. EILE is already getting some very, very subtle
adaptations to the environment.
EILE
I am! It's just.. (whispering to ALHIER)
usually everything feels weird because
it feels, well, weird.
PANEL 5
ALHIER and EILE look off the edge of the platform, where the
other kids are doing wild acrobatics on a bunch of Ranma-style
poles.
EILE
This feels weird because..it.. doesn't?
This feels familiar.
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CHILD 1 (FROM OFF PANEL)
Yeah! We're really going to catch some
air!
PANEL 6
A ball flies toward EILE.
PANEL 7
EILE instinctively swooshes the ball away in a whirl of hard-toread action.
PANEL 7
EILE finds herself balancing, gracefully and single footed
(maybe single handed?) on one of the poles, while the other kids
cheer wildly and dart after the ball she kept in the game.
PANEL 8
EILE looks back at ALHIER.
PANEL 9
ALHIER smiles cheerfully and waves. They're not alone on the
platform, there's a kid drawing or sunbathing there.
ALHIER
You go! You know my favourite way to
sport is from the bleachers.
PANEL 10 - PANTOMIME
Parents put less effort into finding kids. Perhaps they are
watching the giant television in the living room, but looking
shell-shocked and exhausted, and maybe like their hygiene hasn't
been maintained very well. One parents has their head in the
others lap, but they both look worlds away.
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PANEL 1
The sun is setting behind the silhouette of the weird playing
field. A bunch of the kids are all leaping down the from field
in the same direction, the kids closets to the bottom swinging
on vines.
PANEL 2
EILE follows the other kids towards a warm glow of a giant
outdoor dinning room with cooking ovens. There are already
subtle changes happening to her body, she's beginning to get
nature-y looking deformities like the other kids.
PANEL 3
EILE and ALHIER meet up warmly. ALHIER is wearing a rad-looking
natural apron and carrying dinner things, they have been helping
with dinner. They have not pshyically adapted like EILE has,
though.
PANEL 4
ALHIER is babbling cheerfully, while EILE is looking nervously
at the sky, just now realizing how dark it's getting.
ALHIER
I learned how to do frumped rabbit! And
I taught them pancakes! I had to
improvise but I think it turned out
pretty good!
EILE
Alhier...
PANEL 5
The siblings.
ALHIER
It's more of a crepe...
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ELIE
It's getting so late. We have to go
home.
PANEL 6
The forest children move back to make room for the approach of
the GRAIN MOTHER. She is enormous. She basically is the
treehouse.
MOTHER
Eile, you can't go home.
PANEL 7 - PANTOMIME
The kids room from the first panel, however now it is filled
with cardboard boxes and cobwebs.
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PAGE 11
PANEL 1
The kids crowd in around EILE. BOON grabs EILEs hand.
BOON
This IS your home. Can't you feel it?
PANEL 2
EILE, with a few faces around her looking like they're ready to
get their hearts broken. EILE looks like she wants to say yes
but can't.
EILE
Um...
PANEL 3
The GRAIN MOTHER towers over EILE and the forest children, who
look up at her from the foreground. ALHIER is trying to see
through from the back of the crowd. Many of the forest children
are climbing all over her affectionately. She is imposing and
inhuman but has a vibe (or an expression, if she has a face) of
patience and love.
PANEL 4
EILE pulls ALHIER from the crowd, they had become separated over
the course of the conversation.
EILE
But Alhier is my home! I can't stay.
PANEL 5 - PANTOMIME
The kids room has been cleared out, and is now filled with
exercise equipment and a home office.
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PAGE 12
PANEL 1
ALHIER and EILE hold each other, kind of crying.
PANEL 2
The GRAIN MOTHER.
MOTHER
ALHIER isn't from us...
PANEL 3
ALHIER and EILE.
PANEL 4
The GRAIN MOTHER
MOTHER
But if they are a part of you...
PANEL 5
Wide shot of all the kids dancing around the GRAIN MOTHER and
the kitchen fires, including some of them flipping about and
climbing MOTHER and flying around.
MOTHER
Then they are one of us, too!

PANEL 1 - PANTOMIME
The kids room is now a nursery.

